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Philadelphia Gear 
Precision High-Speed Specialists

For over 120 years Philadelphia Gear has designed and
manufactured a wide variety of power transmission products
for industrial and military use. That dedication to excellence
is as strong today as it was in 1892. Now a part of The
Timken Company, Philadelphia Gear has never been
stronger, or better positioned to serve its customers’ needs. 

As a founding member of the American Gear Manufac-
turer’s Association (AGMA), as well as a current member
and technical contributor to the American Petroleum Institute
(API), Philadelphia Gear is uniquely positioned with expert-
ise to serve the worldwide high-speed gear drive market.

Current trends toward greater plant productivity – especially
in the process industries – have required the design of 

rotating machinery to be larger, faster and capable of 
transmitting more power. Advanced gear design and manu-
facturing capabilities developed at Philadelphia Gear, plus
extensive operational field experience, makes it possible 
for us to do what few can: namely, meet these exacting 
requirements. Philadelphia Gear’s long history in serving this
market is evidenced by the fact that we have units success-
fully operating in the field rated up to 80,000 horsepower
with shaft speeds up to 70,000 RPM, and pitch line veloci-
ties exceeding 35,000 feet per minute. 

Now Philadelphia Gear is proud to announce its newest 
line of high-speed, parallel shaft gear drives. A perfect blend
of world-class engineering, long-term reliability and highly
competitive initial cost.   
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“Universal” Housings Provide 
Immediate Availability

By designing the new line of Philadelphia
Gear high-speed drives using our 
proprietary “Universal Housing Design
Methodology” we are able to provide 
13 different center distances from 10” 
to 25” by utilizing only four frame sizes.
This allows us to attain the highest level 
of flexibility in meeting the pressing 
demands of customer time constraints,
while at the same time, minimizing 
material cost and passing that savings 
on to our customers.

Operational Characteristics
• RPM range of 1,200 to 25,000 
• Horsepower from 1,000 to 25,000
• Center distances of 10” to 25”
• Ratios from 1:1 to 8:1
• Rated per AGMA and API standards
• New units carry a 5-year warranty



World-Class Manufacturing 
Means World-Class Performance

Engineered for the Toughest Applications
High-speed gearbox applications are, by their very 
nature, demanding. It is only with the utmost dedication 
to design and manufacturing best practices that the kind
of speeds that are required by the power generation, 
gas and oil exploration, refining, and pipeline/pumping
industries can be achieved.

Additionally, these units are often placed in some of the
harshest operating environments in the world. Whether
your application is offshore in the North Sea or the Gulf
of Mexico, or land-based on the frozen north slope of
Alaska or the sun-baked Sahara desert, Philadelphia
Gear high-speed drives have an unparalleled record 
of long-term reliability. Call your Philadelphia Gear 
representative today to see how we can deliver the 
most reliability at the lowest possible life cycle cost.

Unit Size

PG1004HS
To 

PG1209HS

PG1406HS
To 

PG1610HS

PG1807HS
To 

PG2011HS

PG2209HS
To 

PG2512HS

H.S. Extension Dimensions in Inches

FF GG HH JJ KK LL
18.25 3.00 2.25 1/2 x 1/4 x 3.00
19.00 3.75 2.75 5/8 x 5/16 x 3-3/4 14.62 14.12
19.75 4.50 3.25 3/4 x 3/8 x 4-1/2
20.25 5.00 3.75 7/8 x 7/16 x 5.00
22.25 3.00 2.25 1/2 x 1/4 x 3.00
23.00 3.75 2.75 5/8 x 5/16 x 3-3/4 18.61 17.88
23.75 4.50 3.25 3/4 x 3/8 x 4-1/2
24.25 5.00 3.75 7/8 x 7/16 x 5.00
25.25 5.00 3.75 1.0 x 1/2 x 5-3/4
26.00 5.75 4.25 1-1/4 x 7/16 x 6-3/4 19.62 18.88
27.00 6.75 5.00 1.0 x 1/2 x 5-3/4
27.00 5.75 4.25 1.0 x 1/2 5-3/4
28.00 6.75 5.00 1-1/4 x 7/16 x 6-3/4 20.62 19.88
29.25 8.00 6.00 1-1/2 x 1/2 x 8.0

Unit Size

PG1004HS
To 

PG1209HS

PG1406HS
To 

PG1610HS

PG1807HS
To 

PG2011HS

PG2209HS
To 

PG2512HS

L.S. Extension Dimensions in Inches Approximate

2500 
to 

2900

5800 
to

6400

8000 
to 

8700

12150
to

14500

Unit Size

PG1004HS
To

PG1209HS

PG1406HS
To

PG1610HS

PG1807HS
To

PG2011HS

PG2209HS
To

PG2512HS

Overall Mounting Dimensions in Inches

A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X-Dia Y Z

41.00 24.00 35.75 9.75 2.63 14.75 21.75 20.00 38.40 1.00 42.00 18.00 8.00 9.25 10.50 2.00 6.75 13.50 0.50 6.00 1.38 1.50 6.00

52.00 31.00 45.00 12.75 3.50 17.00 24.00 24.00 44.56 1.00 53.50 21.25 9.25 15.40 14.00 2.75 8.25 16.50 .075 6.00 1.75 2.00 6.00

59.75 31.00 52.75 12.75 3.50 20.75 27.75 28.00 51.67 1.00 61.25 25.00 12.88 18.00 15.00 2.75 8.75 17.50 0.75 6.00 1.75 2.00 6.00

74.00 35.50 67.00 14.50 3.50 25.00 35.50 30.00 57.25 1.00 76.00 29.50 13.00 20.00 16.00 3.00 9.75 19.50 1.00 6.00 2.00 2.00 6.00

10.00 
11.00 
12.00

14.00 
15.00 
16.00

18.00 
19.00 
20.00

22.00 
23.00 
24.00
25.00

AA BB CC DD EE MM   Weight Sump Gal

21.50 5.75 4.25 1.0 x 1/2 x 5.75 15.10 14.38 16.5

27.63 8.00 6.00 1-1/2 x 3/4 x 8.0 19.00 17.88 29

29.63 9.00 6.75 1-3/4 x 7/8 x 9.0 20.00 18.88 44

31.88 10.25 7.75 2.0 x 1.0 x 10.25 21.00 19.88 46
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The Philadelphia Gear line of high-speed
drives has been designed with easy 
installation in mind. Large, easy access 
lifting lugs and leveling pads are cast 
into each housing. Rugged design 
insures maximum stability and eliminates
soft-foot conditions.

{

Oversized inspection covers (see illustration 
at bottom of page) are designed to allow 
a large area of the gear set to be exposed
during visual inspections such that tooth 
pattern checks, lubrication paths, etc., 

can easily be verified over time.

{
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Features and Benefits of Philadelphia
Gear Brand High-Speed Drives

When it comes to high-speed gear drives it all comes 
down to performance. All the features and benefits in the
world don’t mean a thing if a unit doesn’t run reliably. 
At Philadelphia Gear we design every gearbox – and 
have done so for more than 120 years – with one goal: 
To provide the highest possible levels of uptime, all the time.

• Housings – Rugged design adds strength and rigidity, 
helping to maintain precise alignment of gears and 
bearings. Cast iron or fabricated housings are available
for custom designs. 

• Bearings – Split, steel-backed, Babbitt lined precision 
journal bearings with thrust faces are engineered to 
account for axial loads.

• Shafts – Precision machined from heat treated, high 
quality alloy steel. Oversized to rigidly maintain gear 
alignment and protect from overload.

• Gear Design – Philadelphia Gear high-speed gears 
are designed, manufactured and assembled with 
state-of-the-art technology.

• Pinions – Integral with shafts, precision hobbed, finished
ground, and either through-hardened or case carburized 
per specifications.

• Gears – Precision quality, through-hardened, or case
carburized steel forgings. Precision hobbed and ground 
for accuracy and superior finish.

• Seals – Aluminum labyrinth seals prevent shaft leaks 
at extreme temperatures.

• Efficiency – Over 98%, running at full capacity, achieved
by precise gearing manufacturing processes and highly 
accurate bearing alignment.

• Dynamically Balanced – Assures smooth operation 
at high rotating speeds of all rotating elements.

• API / Instrumentation – All units can be built to API 
standards and have a wide range of available 
instrumentation options to satisfy any application 
requirements. 

Tested in the Shop to Achieve Optimal Performance in the Field

Full-speed tests of high-speed drives under variable condi-
tions, together with the use of sophisticated instrumentation
to analyze vibration, sound levels, lubrication and gear
mesh frequencies is a standard operating procedure at 
Philadelphia Gear.

The facilities available for product testing include a 
variety of power sources up to 1,500 horsepower and 
dynamometers ranging up to 15,000 RPM.

All Philadelphia Gear brand high-speed drives are thor-
oughly spin-tested at field operating speeds. Shaft vibrations
are monitored on both “X” and “Y” axes to ensure reliability
and acceptable levels of sound, oil and bearing tempera-
tures, as well as gear tooth patterns are thoroughly checked
and documented. Pictured is one of Philadelphia Gear’s eight test stands 

utilized across the company’s Regional Service and 
Manufacturing Center network.
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Catastrophic Failure Leads to
$1,500,000/Day in Losses

Fast action gets platform online in record time
In a perfect world everybody has spare equipment. This is
not a perfect world. You don’t have to tell that to an offshore
gas production platform in the Gulf of Mexico after a cata-
strophic failure on a Philadelphia Gear brand high-speed
compressor drive that was caused by a lubrication failure.

Here’s what happened: The drive was located between a
gas turbine and a gas compressor used for pumping product
through undersea lines directly to the customer’s onshore
processing plants. The customer’s external lube system froze
up and the lack of lubrication caused the melting of the 
Babbitt bearings within seconds. The gear set – turning at
over 14,000 RPM – overheated to the point that the teeth
cracked and broke apart inside the gearbox. Total loss. 
Total shutdown. 

Now what? There’s never a good time for a failure but,
even so, this one came at a particularly bad time. The cus-
tomer was rushing to meet a production deadline that carried 
severe penalties if the contract was not fulfilled on time. They
called Philadelphia Gear’s Houston facility for help. As the
OEM of the compressor drive, Philadelphia Gear obviously
had the exact design and dimensional data. The question
was whether or not it was possible to supply a new high-
speed drive in time to get the customer back online in time 
to fulfill their contract.

The solution. Philadelphia Gear dedicated two assemblers
and a test engineer to work on an around-the-clock basis to
get a replacement drive through production and test in four 
calendar days. The unit was then flown by helicopter out to

the platform and reinstalled, bringing the platform back 
online in less than one week of total downtime.

The result. Philadelphia Gear’s unique ability to blend OEM
expertise with an aftermarket service, “run to the problem”
mentality, enabled platform operators to get back online
quickly, fulfill their contract on time and avoid costly 
contractual penalties.

Contact check on sleeve bearing
shows excellent pattern relative to
shaft assembly.

Close-up view of thermocouples 
located on output shaft of the new
high-speed unit.

Fully instrumented API rated gearbox
being prepared to go on test stand.
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OEM Renewal Parts
Key to Long-Term Reliability

Philadelphia Gear, now a brand of The Timken Company, 
as well as its other proprietary brands – WesTech®, Western
Gear® and DeLaval Steam Turbine – have designed and 
manufactured tens of thousands of high-speed drives used 
in applications within the power generation, oil and gas,
marine and pipeline industries.

As a world leading OEM of this type of equipment, we
strongly believe that the costs of downtime are not worth 
the marginal savings that come with buying inferior parts.
Critical features such as material, heat treating and surface
finish are often areas that are overlooked and can cause 
inferior performance and unplanned outages.

Buying authentic parts directly from Philadelphia Gear
means that replacement parts are made to the correct 
specifications and include any engineered improvements 
or upgrades that have been applied to the original design.
In today’s “do more with less” environment, this is simply 
not an acceptable risk. 

Best-In-Industry 
Five Year Warranty

Philadelphia Gear is proud to offer the most comprehensive
warranty in the industry for its line of high-speed drives. 
We believe that world-class gear drives should be backed
by a truly world-class warranty.

Our high-speed gear drive warranty exemplifies our com-
mitment to our customers and the trouble-free operation of
the equipment we design and manufacture. This best-in-in-
dustry warranty gives Philadelphia Gear customers peace
of mind in knowing that their gearbox has been engi-
neered by people who hate downtime as much as they do.

Quality is our Standard

Philadelphia Gear’s commitment 
to quality processes is evidenced 
by the fact that each one of our 
regional service and manufactur-
ing facilities has been independently audited and ISO 
certified. This multi-site quality certification process is unique 
in the gear industry and assures our customers that their 
mission critical equipment has been manufactured to the
highest standards.

Simply put, our unwavering goal is to achieve satisfaction 
as our customers define it – by delivering products and 
services worldwide that meet 100% TSB: 100% ON-TIME,
100% ON-SPEC AND 100% ON-BUDGET.
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 Item No.                        Description

      1           Blind Flange Gasket, Drain

      2           Blind Flange Gasket, Oil Inlet
      3           Blind Flange, Drain
      4           Blind Flange, Oil Inlet
      5           High Speed Baffle
      6           High Speed Bearings
      7           High Speed Thru Cap
      8           High Speed Blind Cap
      9           Low Speed Thru Cap
     10          High Speed Pinion & Shaft
     11          Inspection Cover
     12          Inspection Cover Gasket
     13          Low Speed Bearings
     14          Low Speed Baffle
     15          Lower Half Housing
     16          Low Speed Gear
     17          Low Speed Shaft
     18          Spray Bar           
     19          Thrust Cap          
     20          Thrust Cartridge
     21          Tilt Pad Thrust Bearings
     22          Upper Half Housing
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Main Office and Technical Center
King of Prussia, PA / 800.766.5120

Northeast US Service Center
New Castle, DE / 800.388.1824

Southeast US Service Center
Birmingham, AL / 888.742.2476

Midwest US Service Center
Mokena, IL / 800.833.4429

Gulf Coast US Service Center
Houston, TX / 800.874.0270

Western US Service Center
Santa Fe Springs, CA / 800.605.1002

Canada Service Center
Saskatoon, SK / 403.880.9044

International Inquiries
info@philagear.com

Regional Service and  
Manufacturing Centers
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